One of the most common statistics computed over data elements is the number of distinct keys. It is widely used in practice for a diverse set of applications. A thread of research pioneered by Flajolet and Martin three decades ago initiated the design of highly effective approximate counting structures, which with size that is double logarithmic in the number of distinct keys provides estimates with a small relative error. Moreover, the structures are mergeable/composable, which makes them suitable for streamed, parallel, or distributed computation.
Introduction
We consider data presented as elements e = (e.key, e.value) where each element has a key and a positive numeric value > 0. This data model is very common in streaming or distributed aggregation problems. A well-studied special case is where e.value ≡ 1 for all elements.
One of the most fundamental statistics over such data is the number of distinct keys. Exact computation of the statistics requires maintaining state of size that is linear in the number of distinct keys. A pioneering design of Flajolet and Martin [17] showed that an approximate count can be obtained in a streaming model using state of logarithmic size. Since then, a rich research strand proposed and analysed a diverse set of approximate counting structures and deployed them for a wide range of applications [22] .
Distinct counting structures can be mostly classified as based on sampling (MinHash sketches) or on random projections (linear sketches). Both types of structures are mergeable/composable: This means that when the elements are partitioned, we can compute a sketch for each part separately and then obtain a corresponding sketch for the union from the sketches of each part. This property is critical for making the sketches suitable for parallel or distributed aggregation.
The original design of [17] and the leading ones used in practice use sample-based sketches. In particular, the popular Hyperloglog algorithm [16] maintains a sketch of double logarithmic size: For normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) , the structure has size O( −2 + log log n), where n is the number of distinct keys. Before proceeding, two clarifications are due. First, Hyperloglog as presented uses state of size O( −2 log log n) by maintaining −2 registers that roughly store the exponents of the estimates of the count. A simple well-known
The study of algorithms that approximate f -statistics over streams was formalized and popularized in a seminal paper by Alon, Matias, and Szegedy [1] . The aim was to understand which statistics can be approximated by a streaming algorithm that uses a small size state (say polylogarithmic in the number of keys).
We focus here on functions f that are concave with (sub)linear nonnegative growth-rate. For reasons that will soon become clear, we use the notation cap for this family of functions. Notable subfamilies of cap functions which parametrize a spectrum between distinct count (f (x) = 1) and sum (f (x) = x) include frequency moments f (x) = x p in the range p = [0, 1] (sum is p = 1 and distinct count is p = 0), frequency capping functions cap T (x) = min{T, x} (sum is realized by cap ∞ and distinct count by cap 1 when element values are integral and by f (x) = cap T /T as T → 0 generally), and soft capping functions, defined as cap T = T (1 − exp(−x/T )) .
Soft capping is a smooth approximation of "hard" capping functions: For x T we have cap T (x) ≈ x = cap T (x), for x T we have cap T (x) ≈ T = cap T (x), and it always holds that
The family cap includes many other important functions such as logarithms. Equivalently, cap can be defined as all nonnegative linear combinations (the nonnegative span) of hard capping functions. Statistics in cap are used in many applications to decrease the impact of very frequent keys and increase the impact of rare keys. It is a common practice to weigh frequencies, say degree of nodes in a graph [28] or frequency of a term in a document [34] , by a sublinear function such as w p for p ∈ (0, 1) or log(1 + w). A recent example application where cap aggregations was critical to performance is weighting word-context co-occurrence frequencies in an objective function when computing word embeddings [31] , which used f (w) = min{1, w/T } α for α < 1. In many of these applications, the text corpus or the graph are presented as arbitrary sets of edges or complete text documents, and elements in arbitrary order are extracted in a pass over this data. Computing the objective over the raw data without the cost of exact aggregation can be very useful. Capping statistics are popular in online advertising [21, 30] : In this context, data elements are interpreted as opportunities to show ads to users (keys) that are interacting with various apps on different platforms. An advertisement campaign specifies a maximum number of times T an ad can be shown to the same user, so the number of qualifying impressions corresponds to cap T statistics of the data. Statistics are computed over past data in order to estimate the number of qualifying impressions when designing a campaign. Again, the ability to approximate these statistics without aggregation is important.
There is a very large body of work on the topic of approximating statistics over streamed or distributed data and it is not possible to mention it all here. The work of [1] included a linear sketch design for approximating the second moment, inspired by the JL transform [24] . Indyk [23] presented a beautiful construction based on appropriate stable distributions to approximate moments in p ∈ [0, 2]. Braverman and Ostrovsky [2] presented a characterization and an umbrella construction of algorithms, based on L 2 heavy hitters, for all monotone f for which the f -statistics can be approximated with a small relative error using a structure of size polylogarithmic in the number of keys. Their construction however has large state (degree of the polylog and constant factors). It is illuminating and important in enhancing our understanding, but has little practical value.
Beyond distinct counting, sample-based sketches turn out to be very effective for cap statistics. The most related work to this one is by the author [7] , focusing on capping functions, who presented a simple and practical weighted sampling framework for streamed or distributed data elements. The sample can be used to approximate f -statistics on domain queries (subsets of the keys). The framework generalizes both distinct reservoir sampling [26, 35] and the sample and hold stream sampling framework [19, 15, 9] . The size and quality tradeoffs of the sample are very close (within a small constant) to those of an optimal sample that can be efficiently computed over aggregated data (set of key and weight pairs). Roughly, a sample of O( −2 ) keys suffices to approximate cap T (W ) unbiasedly with coefficient of variation (CV) . Moreover, a "multi-objective" sample (see [13, 6] ) of size O( −2 ln n) can approximate with CV any f -statistics for f ∈ cap. Some intriguing fundamental questions, with high practical value, were left open by previous work with regard to approximating cap statistics.
Q1:
Can we approximate other statistics in cap using structures of size O( −2 + log log n) ?
The state of the art for cap statistics is the scheme of [7] , which computes a sample of O( −2 ) keys. A sample with explicit key identifiers is necessary for supporting domain queries (statistics of subpopulations). For statistics of the full data set, we can hash keys to a domain of size polynomial in n, to obtain uniqueness with high probability, and apply the same scheme to the hashed keys. This reduces the representation size to O(log n) per key, obtaining total structure size O( −2 log n).
Q2: Can we design composable structures for estimating cap statistics of size that is logarithmic in n ?
The framework presented in [7] included a streaming scheme and a two-pass composable scheme (the first pass determines the keys in the sample and another computes their exact weights). But we seek a one-pass composable scheme.
Contribution and organization
We provide here positive answers to Q1 and Q2 along with novel tools and techniques. We will show how any statistics in the soft capping span cap can be approximated with the essential effectiveness and estimation quality of a single distinct count. That is, with a composable structure of size of O( −2 + log log n) and RNMSE with good concentration. The soft capping span cap is an important strict subset of cap which includes all functions that can be expressed in the form
In particular, we will see that all soft capping functions, low frequency moments (f (w) = w p with p ∈ (0, 1)), and log(1 + w) are in cap. We then present a multi-objective universal scheme that with a logarithmic overhead (over a single distinct counter) provide approximations of the statistics f (W ) for all functions f ∈ cap. Finally, we consider approximating statistics in the capping span cap that are not in cap. We present a formulation that approximates cap statistics using a signed linear combination of two cap statistics. We then identify a combination that leads to approximations with a small relative error (12%). The heart of our design is a simple framework that allows us to leverage (approximate) distinct counting structures as black boxes in order to estimate other statistics. The main ingredient of our framework are (randomized) mappings M (e) of data elements e = (e.key, e.value) to sets of output elements, where each output element e ∈ M (e) contains an output key (outkey) e .key (which generally is from a different domain than the input keys) and an optional value e .value ≥ 0. To estimate a statistics f (W ), we take the following steps:
1. We specify an appropriate (small) set of mappings {M i }.
2. For each mapping M i , we can consider the output of its application to all data elements e ∈ W . The output is a random variable and is a multi-set of output elements
We refer to the random variable that is the number of distinct keys in M i (W ),
as a distinct-count measurement by M i . For each i, we apply an approximate distinct counter to all output elements M i (W ) to obtain an approximate measurementĈ i of C i .
3. We apply an estimator to the set {Ĉ i } of approximate measurements.
A black-box application of approximate distinct counters allows us to directly leverage existing implementations. A powerful extension, however, is working with the more general max-distinct statistics of a set E of elements defined as:
e.value , which is the sum over distinct keys of the maximum value of an element with the key. We define mapping functions that populate the optional values of output elements and apply an approximate max-distinct counter. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the complement Laplace transform L c [W ](t) of the frequency distribution W , which is its distinct count minus its Laplace transform at t. We have the relation
that is, the transform at 1/T multiplied by T is the cap T statistics of the data. In Section 3 we show that for any t > 0, L c [W ](t), and hence cap 1/t -statistics, can be approximated within a small relative error using our framework with a distinct-count measurement. We refer to this as a point measurement of L c [W ] at t.
In Section 4 we consider the span cap of soft capping statistics, that is, all f of the form (3). We can see that a(t) is an inverse L c transform of f . We will show that cap includes all frequency moments with p ∈ (0, 1) and logarithms by deriving explicit expressions for the inverse transforms. The implication is that these statistics can be expressed as a corresponding nonnegative linear combinations
Therefore, we can approximate f (W ) using multiple approximate point measurements. We will next introduce schemes that allow us to approximate these statistics very efficiently, without requiring many separate point measurements.
In Section 5 we present combination measurements, which allow us to approximate any statistics
for f ∈ cap with optimal size quality tradeoffs, using a composable structure, tailored to f , that is of To do so, we define the all-threshold distinct count of a set of data elements E that are key and value pairs. The count TDistinct t (E) for t > 0 is the number of distinct keys that appear in at least one element e with value e.value ≤ t. The full-range measurement is defined using our framework where output elements have values and are processed by an all-threshold distinct counter. We specify an element mapping function that produces output elements containing an outkey and value pairs such that for any t, TDistinct t of the output elements is equivalent to a point measurement of L c [W ](t) at t. The output elements are processed by an all-threshold approximate distinct counters. We present composable summary structures of key value pairs that compactly represent approximate counts TDistinct t for all threshold values t. These counters can be interpreted as all-distance sketches [4, 5] and inherit their properties -In particular, the total structure size has logarithmic overhead over a single distinct counter. The output element are processed by such a counter to obtain an approximate full-range measurement, which encodes approximate point measurements for all points t.
In Section 7 we outline a methodology to approximate statistics that are not in cap using approximate L c measurements (point, full-range, or combination). We identify conditions under which we can obtain good approximations using signed approximate inverse transforms.
In Section 8 we define the span cap of the hard capping functions and derive expressions for the capping transform which transforms f ∈ cap to the coefficients of the corresponding nonnegative linear combination of capping functions. The transform facilitates the approximation of any cap statistics from approximate cap statistics.
In Section 9 we derive concrete approximations for statistics in cap that are not in cap using approximate L c [W ] measurements. We recall (see Equation 2 ) that for all t and w, cap t itself is an approximation of cap t that has relative error that is at most 1/e. We obtain better approximations by searching for appropriate signed approximate inverse transforms. We identify signed coefficients a(t) that achieve maximum error of 12% and preserves the desirable property that the error vanishes for w that is much small or much larger than 1/t. The approximation of cap t functions uses three point or two combination measurements. Using the capping transform, we can extend the same approximation guarantees to any f ∈ cap using two combination measurements. Finally, our fomulation can be used to search for tighter approximations.
Sections 10-12 briefly present some extensions. In Section 10 we define a related discrete transform which we call the Bin transform. A variant of the Bin transform was proposed in [7] . We show how it can be approximated using our framework. Sections 11 and 12 discuss extensions to time-decayed statistics and weighted keys. We conclude in Section 13 with future directions and open problems.
We leave open the intriguing question of fully understanding the limits of our approach: The scope of functions to which our framework applies and precisely quantifying the tradeoff between the number of count measurements and the approximation quality we can obtain. These questions are discussed further in the concluding Section 13.
The complement Laplace transform
The Laplace c transform L c [W ](t) is parametrized by t > 0 and defined as 
The plot shows the asymptote tsum(W ) for small t and the distinct count for large t.
The first term ∞ 0 W (w)dw ≡ n is the "distinct count" and the second term L[W (w)] is the Laplace transform of our (scaled) frequency distribution W . Hence the name complement Laplace transform. Note that L c [W ](t) is non-decreasing with t. At the limit when t increases, the second term vanishes and
is the number of distinct keys. At the limit as t decreases
that is, the transform asymptote has slope equal to the sum of the weights. The transform has the following relations to (soft and hard) capping statistics
Proof The first equality is immediate from the definitions. The second follows from (2): 
Laplace c point measurements
We present a scheme that produces a point measurement L c [W ](t) with expectation equal to the Laplace c transform
We also establish concentration around the expectation. The scheme is specified by randomized mapping functions of elements to sets of outkeys. We start by presenting a simple element mapping as Algorithm 1. We then follow with a variant that is more efficient. The mapping is parametrized by t and by an integer r ≥ 1 and uses a set of random hash functions H i for i ∈ [r]. The hash functions map elements to output keys. All we need to assume is that for all i and keys x, H i (x) are (nearly) unique. This can be achieved by choosing a hash function H * (i, x) with range size that is polynomial in rn (and use
). An element e is processed by drawing a set of r independent exponential random variables y i ∼ Exp[e.value] with parameter e.value. For each i such that y i < t, the output key H i (e.key) is created. The measurement
is number of distinct output keys generated for all data elements, divided by r. We now show that for any choice of r ≥ 1, t, and input data W , the expectation of the measurement L c [W ](t) is equal to the value of the Laplace c transform of W at t.
Proof The distinct count of outkeys r L c [w](t) can be expressed as the sum of rn Poisson trials. Each Poisson trial corresponds to "appearance at least once" of the potential outkey H i (x) over the n keys and i ∈ [r]. For each i ∈ [r] and key a, the outkey H i (a) appears if the minimum Exp[e.value] draw over elements e with key a is at most t.
The minimum of these exponential random variables is exponentially distributed with parameter equal to their sum w a = e|e.key=a e.value. This distribution has density function w exp(−wx). Therefore, the probability of the event is
It follows that the expected contribution of a key a with weight w a to the sum measurement is rp(w a , t). Therefore the expected value of the measurement is
Note that for t = +∞, which corresponds to distinct counting, p(w, t) = 1, and the measurement is always equal to its expectation. More generally, p(w, t) < 1 and we can bound the error
| by a straightforward application of Chernoff bound:
Proof We apply Chernoff bounds to bound the deviation of the sum r L c [W ](t) of our rn independent Poisson random variables from its expectation r
The accuracy of our measurement improves with the parameter r. We first point out that the element processing time of our basic algorithm increases linearly with r but the state size for approximate measurements increases very slowly with r. We apply a single distinct counter to output keys and the number of distinct output keys counted is at most rn. The approximate distinct counters, however, have state size that is logarithmic or double logarithmic in the number of distinct output keys. Therefore, even using r that is polynomial in n, will not significantly increase the state size.
The parameter r, however, also impacts the element processing: The basic scheme presented in Algorithm 1 uses r random draws, that is O(r) computation, to select in expectation O(r(1 − exp(−te.value)) indices in [r]. We next address this issue with two different proposals. The first, is speeding up element processing so that it depends on the number of output keys generated instead of r. The second is showing that there is some relevant range of t values so that inside the range, small r = O( −2 ) works well and outside the range, sum or simple distinct counter of input element works.
Efficient element processing
Ideally, we would want to determine the selected indices using computation proportional to O(r(1−exp(−te.value)), which is the expected number of output keys returned. There are many ways to do so and retain the confidence bounds. We recommend a way that uses varopt dependent sampling [3, 18, 8, 10] . This shows that, in principle, we can always obtain very tight concentration for
(using large enough r). Pseudocode for the inner loop of the efficient element processing is provided as Algorithm 2. The inner loop selects the samples from [1, r] , each in probability p, in time proportional to the number of selected samples. The range [1, r] is logically partitioned to rp consecutive ranges of size 1/p , where p = 1 − exp(−te.value) (the last range may be smaller). The probability associated with each range is its size times p, which is p 1/p ≤ 1. We then varopt sample the O(pr) ranges according to these probabilities (e.g., using rp pair aggregations [8] ). Finally, for each range that is included in the sample, we uniformly return one of the numbers in the range.
The improved scheme select a varopt sample of the set [r] such that each i ∈ [r] is included with probability 1 − exp(−te.value). Since the joint inclusion/exclusion probabilities have the varopt property, the concentration bounds (Lemma 3.2) hold. Moreover, generally varopt improves quality over Poisson sampling by eliminating the variance in the sample size.
Choosing r in the relevant range
We next argue that a choice of r that is not too large would approximate the transform well for any t in the range of "relevant" t values. We observe that the transform is "interesting" in the range
This is because for t 1/ max x w x the transform rapidly approaches t x w x and for t 1/ min x w x , the transform rapidly approaches the distinct count n. The two extremes are handled by a simple exact sum aggregation or a simple approximate distinct count of input elements. Thus, the fine structure of W is all captured by the transform restricted to the relevant t. 
Proof From definition,
The proof follows using Lemma 3.2 and
Finally, we point our a compelling choice of r for the common case of uniform element values (e.value = 1 for all elements) which seamlessly guarantees small element processing and tight confidence bounds also when t is very small: Corollary 3.4 . With uniform elements and r = c −2 /t, we have O(c −2 ) element processing and probability of relative error that exceeds that is bounded by 2 exp(−c/5).
Proof The element processing is proportional to the number of outkeys computed and is
For the concentration bound we note that w x ≥ 1 for all active keys, from (9) 
Algorithm 2 Element processing inner loop with varopt sampling (for L c measurements)
// inclusion probability for each i ∈ [r] // Compute vector π of sampling probabilities for consecutive partition of [1, r] to subranges of equal size 1/p and the remainder as the last entry.
// varopt sample the entries of π S ← varopt sample π ; // S has pr or pr entries equal to 1 and remaining entries are 0.
// uniform at random OutKeys.append(H i (e.key))
Approximate distinct counting
The output of the mapping functions is processed by an approximate distinct counter. Therefore we obtain a final approximate measurement L c [W ](t) which corresponds to an approximate count of the measurement L c [W ](t). As mentioned, approximate counters have a parameter that trades off the relative error and the size of the structure. In effect, because we can always obtain very tight concentration for
is dominated by that of the approximate distinct counter.
Practical optimizations
We point out an optimization that applies with approximate distinct counters such as Hyperloglog that use stochastic averaging. These counters hash each key to one of k buckets, where each bucket maintains an order statistics (maximum or minimum) of another hash applied to the keys that fall in that bucket. The partition of keys to buckets is performed for efficiency reasons. The stochastic averaging design can be naturally integrated with our use of the robustness replication parameter r. We partition the r indices of outkeys produced for the same element to different buckets in the counter, replacing the hash-based buckets. Combining Lemma 3.3 with quality analysis of approximate distinct counters, using r = O( −2 ) and an approximate counter with r registers will provide us with an estimator L c [W ](t) that has normalized root mean square error and good concentration. Another benefit is that we are guaranteed that the buckets are balanced. Finally, we point out that the role of the replication parameter r is to provide quality guarantees that seamlessly hold also for very small data sets and highly skewed weight distributions that are dominated by very few keys, without making special provisions in the algorithm for such cases. In practice, if the statistics is not dominated by very few keys and the data set is not tiny, using r = 1, which means O(1) element processing computation, will provide good results.
The soft capping span
The soft capping span cap contains all functions that can be expressed as nonnegative linear combinations of cap T functions. Equivalently, for some a(t) ≥ 0,
Note that a(t) is the inverse Laplace c transform of f (w):
Lemma 4.1 a(t) must satisfy 1 0 a(t)tdt < ∞ and
Proof These are necessary conditions for f (w) to be finite.
We can equivalently express a(t) in terms of the inverse Laplace transform of the derivative of f (w):
where L is the Laplace transform. 
Proof We look for a solution a(t) of
Differentiating both sides by w we obtain
The soft capping span includes some important functions such as cap T (w) for all T > 0, w p for all p ∈ (0, 1), and ln(1 + w). Explicit expressions for the inverse L c transforms of these functions are provided in Table 1 . We also include other expressions that we will use for estimation of the statistics. The derivations are established in the following Lemma:
where δ 1/T is the Dirac Delta function at 1/T . For all p ∈ (0, 1),
where Γ is the Gamma function.
Proof The claim for the inverse transform of f (w) = cap T (w) follows directly from (1). For f (w) = w p , we apply Lemma 4.2 using
We take the inverse Laplace transform to obtain
We now consider f (w) = ln(1 + w) and apply Lemma 4.2 substituting the derivative
We obtain
We can express f (W ) in terms of the inverse L c transform a(t) of f (w) and the transform L c [W ] of the frequencies:
Alternatively, when the inverse transform has a discrete form, that is, when we can express f using {a t } for t ∈ Y as
(Equivalently, a(t) is a linear combination of Dirac delta functions at t ∈ Y ). We can express f (W ) in terms of corresponding points of L c [W ]:
For a function a(t), we use the convenient notation:
When the subscript is omitted, we take τ = 0 and b = ∞. Our framework ultimately relies on approximate L c measurements L c [W ](t) where we use the approximation ∞ τ (as defined in (14)). The randomized measurements are tailored to a function a(t) ≥ 0 and constitute unbiased estimates with good concentration of
We can then approximate statistics f (W ) for f ∈ cap using an approximate combination measurement with a(t) = L c−1 [f (w)](t) (see Section 4). Combination measurements are facilitated by max-distinct statistics. We define the max-distinct statistics of a set of elements that are key value pairs as the sum over keys of the maximum value of an element with this key:
, where w Note that when all elements have value 1, the max-distinct statistics reduces to the distinct count of the data. Our combination measurement will correspond to the max-distinct statistics of a set of output elements, obtained by applying a randomized mapping function (tailored to a) to the set of input elements.
To approximate the measurement, we apply an approximate max-distinct counter to the output elements. We overview the implementation of efficient max-distinct counters.
Estimation using a max-distinct counts
Consider a(t) ≥ 0. Our element processing is a simple modification of the element processing Algorithm 1. The algorithm inputs the function a() (instead of t) and returns output elements (outkey and value pairs) instead of only returning outkeys. Pseudocode is provided as Algorithm 3. We show that the max-distinct count of the output elements divided by r
Algorithm 3 OutElements
has expectation equal to
∞ τ and that the approximation is well concentrated.
Proof The claim on the expectation follows from linearity of expectation and the claim for point measurements for each t in Lemma 3.1. The concentration follows from Lemma 3.2 which establishes concentration of the point measurements for different t.
Note that the assumption a(t) ≥ 0 is necessary for correctness. It ensures monotonicity of ∞ y a(t)dt in y which implies that the maximum indeed corresponds to minimum y.
We now address quality of approximation. From the lemma, quality is bounded by a function of 
Recall from Lemma 4.3 that for all τ > 0, and all inverse transforms a(t) of cap functions, τ 0 a(t)tdt is bounded. Note that x w x is trivial to compute exactly using a composable structure that stores its magnitude. It can also be approximated unbiasedly with good concentration and NRMSE by a structure of size O( −2 + | log log x w x |) using composable weighted Morris counters [27, 5] is the approximate max distinct count of output elements. We next discuss efficient implementations of these counters.
Approximate max-distinct counters
Most composable weighted sampling schemes, for example with-replacement weighted samples (k-mins samples), or the without-replacement bottom-k samples [32, 33, 11, 12] , designed for data elements with distinct keys and values, can be easily adapted to work for data with non-unique keys where the weight w x of the key x is interpreted as the maximum value of an element with key x. For example, without-replacement weighted samples [32] are computed by drawing for each element a random rank value r e = − ln u e.key /e.value, where u e.key ∼ U [0, 1] is a hash function that maps keys to independent uniform random numbers. We then retain the k distinct keys with maximum r e and the corresponding maximum w x . It is straightforward to see that this can be done using a composable structure that stores k key value pairs. We can apply an estimator to this sample to obtain an estimate of the max-distinct statistics of the data with CV 1/ √ 2k − 1 [5] . The structure size with this representation is O( −2 log n) to store a nearly-unique hash of e.key and w x .
We outline how to use Hyperloglog-like double logarithmic size structures to approximate max-distinct statistics with structures of size O(log log n + −2 ) with NRMSE and good concentration (this assumes that 1 ≤ w x = O(poly(n)).) For some relevant details of the unweighted version see the discussion of MinHash sketches with base-b ranks in [5] . The bottom-k scheme is a bit more complex to analyse here, so we outline a simpler scheme, where we have k balanced "buckets" of keys and our structure consists of a register for each bucket. Because w x can be skewed in our setting, to obtain balance we can place all keys in all buckets or (as with Hyperloglog, for our particular application as discussed in Section 3.4) apply stochastic averaging. For an element e with key that falls in the bucket, we compute − ln u e.key /e.value and if smaller than the current register, replace its value. The distribution of the minimum in the bucket is exponential with parameter equals to the sum of w x over keys in the bucket (see e.g. [4] ). As in Hyperloglog, we only store exponents with base b = 1 + δ (for some appropriate small fixed δ) We apply consistent (per key/bucket) randomized rounding to an integral power of (1 + δ) and store only the negated exponent y i for bucket i. The exponent can be stored in O(log log n) bits. For different buckets, we can store one exponent and offsets of expected size O(1) per bucket. We can then use the estimator
−yi for the total weight of keys per bucket.
Subtleties
We now note the technicality that we do not know max x w x in advance and thus can not work with a fixed τ . We explain how to get around this issue while still retaining our worst-case statistical guarantees on quality and bound on the composable structure size. We first note that it suffices to work with τ large enough so that L c [W ](τ ) ≥ 1 and small enough so that it is O(τ ). The measurement is well concentrated, so we expect very few keys with minimum y value below τ . We can therefore take τ to be the smallest y value of a distinct output key, for a small . To do so on the go, we separately store the output keys with largest values (smallest y values), updating the y value as needed when additional elements are processed. To do so, it suffices to store hashed keys to a small O( ) set and their (approximate) minimum y value. The contribution of keys that leave the set is added to the counter at that point with their full value. The contribution of the remaining keys is factored in the final estimate when τ is determined. At that point we also add an estimate of
6 Full range L c measurements
We consider now computing approximations of the transform L c [W ](t) for all t, which we refer to as a full range measurement. This is a representation of a function that returns "coordinated" L c [W ](t) measurements for any t value. Our motivation is that a single approximate full-range measurement of W provides us with estimates of the statistics f (W ) for all f ∈ cap.
To make the notion of coordination concrete, consider the set of output elements OutKeys t (e) generated by Algorithm 1 for input element e when fixing the parameter r, the set of hash functions {H i }, and the randomization {y i }, for each element, but varying t. It is immediate to see that the set OutKeys t (e) monotonically increases with t until it reaches size r. We can now consider all outkeys generated for input W as a function of t
The number of distinct outkeys increases with t until it reaches size rn, where n is the number of distinct input keys. Our coordinated measurements for different t are accordingly defined as
Equivalently, this can be expressed through the element mapping provided as Algorithm 4. For each input element e, the algorithm generates r output elements OutElements {Hi} (e) that are outkey and value pairs. We denote the set of output elements generated for all input elements by OutElements(W ). We then have
key | e ∈ OutElements(W ) and e.value ≤ t} .
The number of distinct keys in output elements with value at most t. We can also define a combination measurement obtained from a full range measurement as
We show that the quality of a combination measurements computed from a full-range measurement is the same as one that is computed directly.
Corollary 6.1 The approximation quality in Lemma 5.1 applies to L c [W ][a] computed from a full-range measurement
Proof Considering a consistent randomization of the element processing when performing full-range and combination measurements. Consider also computing a combination measurement using the counts |OutKeys t (W )|. It is easy to verify that
We next present an "enhanced" approximate distinct counter: A composable summary structure that when applied to OutElements(W ) provides estimates for any t of the distinct count thresholded at t. 
All-threshold approximate distinct counters
For a set E of key value pairs and t > 0 we define the threshold distinct count as TDistinct t (E) = Distinct{e.key | e ∈ E and e.value ≤ t} .
An approximate all-threshold distinct counter is a composable summary structure which for any query threshold t returns an approximation TDistinct t (E).
We outline how (most) implementations of sample-based distinct counters can be extended to be all-threshold counters. This mimics essentially how MinHash sketches are extended to All-Distance Sketches [4, 5] . We start with a quickly review of sample-based counters. When elements are processed, appropriate hash functions are applied to the key of the element. The counter structure maintains a set of registers. Each register stores some order statistics on numeric values obtained by hash functions applied to (all or subsets of) the outkeys. When an element is processed, the relevant registers are identified by applying hash function(s) to the key. Other hash function is applied to obtain a numeric value (specific to register and key). The (appropriate) register(s) are updated by taking the minimum of the current content and the output numeric value. The estimate we obtain on the distinct count is monotone non-decreasing in the content of the registers.
As an example, Hyperloglog randomly partitions keys to k sets (by hashing them to [k]). There are k registers where register i corresponds to all keys that hash to i. The register stores the maximum (negated) exponent of a uniform random hash of the key to the interval [0, 1] (here the update uses maximum instead of minimum).
When the input elements come with a threshold, the content of each register parameterized by t is non-increasing with t. To obtain an all-threshold counter, each register simply records the order statistics for all values t. To do so compactly, we only need to record values of t where the register content changes. From the analysis of the size of all distance sketches [4, 5] we know that the number of breakpoints across all possible values of t is (in expectation and with good concentration) at most ln n per register and thus k ln n in total, where n is the number of distinct keys.
The storage overhead needed is the number of breakpoints multiplied by the representation of each t value in each breakpoint. But we only need a small number of log(1/ ) significant bits (for our purposes it suffices to identify the breakpoints within a small relative error). Moreover, the breakpoints values for each register are an increasing sequence, generally from a polynomial range. It suffices to only record changes to the exponents. Exponents of both t values and register values can be stored using offsets from previous breakpoints. We can also still use offsets to compactly store base register contents.
With an enhanced sketch, since it records all counts as we sweep t, we can apply the HIP estimator [5] to the sketch (with respect to the swept parameter t) to obtain full-range estimates for all t. The representation of the approximate transform L c [W ](t) we obtain using the approximate threshold counts is piecewise linear non-decreasing monotone function with a logarithmic number of breakpoints. The first piece is linear and has the form t x w x and other pieces are constant. The last piece has the approximate distinct countn (see discussion in Section 3.2 on the relevant range). When we use the parameter r = C −2 , the slope of the first piece is either approximated from a (straightforward) separate computation of the sum x w x or from the smallest t for which the total approximate count TDistinct(OutElements(W )) exceeded Ω(C −2 ).
Beyond the soft capping span
We outline a recipe to (approximate) f -statistics of W from the (approximate) (point, full-range, combination) L c [W ] measurements. The first step is to express f as a linear combination with coefficients a() of functions 1 − exp(−wt) (10). For functions in cap there is always nonnegative inverse transform a(), but here we also consider signed a(). We express a(t) = a + (t) − a − (t) where a + (t) = max{a(t), 0} and a − (t) = max{−a(t), 0} .
We define
using approximate full-range, two combination, or several point measurements when a is discrete and small. We can then use the differencef (W ) =f
We can obtain a (worst-case over W ) statistical guarantee of a small relative error on the difference when the relative gap between the positive and negative contributions is not "too small." More precisely, we define
Also note that using the definition of ρ, for all W ,
Symmetrically, for all W , ρf (W ) ≥ f − (W ). This is because Combining it all we obtain
With signed a, the concentration bound in Lemma 5.1 carries over with the term ρδ replacing δ in the probability. The size of the distinct counting structure that is needed to obtain the same approximation increases by a factor of ρ 2 . We next consider deriving a. An exact inverse transform a of f may not have a small ρ(a), in which case we look for an approximate inverse transform a so that ρ(a) is small and
We will apply this approach to approximate hard capping functions. In general, fitting data or functions to sums of exponentials is a well-studied problem in applied math and numerical analysis. Methods often have stability issues. A method of choice is the Varpro (Variable projection) algorithm of Golub and Pereyra [20] and improvements [29] which has Matlab and SciPy implementation.
The Capping Transform and its span
The capping transform expresses functions as nonnegative combinations of capping functions. The transform is interesting to us here because it allows us to extend approximations of capping statistics to the rich family of functions with a capping transform.
We define the capping transform of a function f as a function a(t) and A ∞ ≥ 0 such that ∞ 0 |a(t)|dt < ∞ and
It is useful to allow the transform to include a discrete and continuous components, that is, have continuous a(t) and a discrete set {A t } > 0 for t ∈ Y such that
and require that A ∞ + t∈Y A t + ∞ 0 a(t)dt < ∞. For convenience, however we will use a single continuous transform a() but allow it to include a linear combination of Dirac delta functions at points Y . The one exception is the coefficient A ∞ < ∞ of cap ∞ (x) = x which is separate.
We denote the set of functions that have a nonnegative capping transform (a(t) ≥ 0) by cap. We refer to cap as the nonnegative span of the capping functions. We now characterize this set of functions and the corresponding transform. 
where δ is the Dirac delta function and ∂f (∞) ≡ lim t→∞ ∂f (t).
Proof From monotonicity, f is differentiable almost everywhere and the left and right derivatives ∂ + f (x) and ∂ − f (x) are well defined. Because f is continuous and monotone, we have
From concavity, for all
In particular the slope of ∂f (x) is initially (sub)linear and can only decrease as x decreases. In particular the limit ∂f (∞) ≥ 0 is well defined.
Since ∂f (x) is monotone, it is differentiable and equality holds almost everywhere:
From concavity, we have
Note that at all w with well defined ∂f (w), we have 
In particular, when taking the limit as w → ∞ we get
Derivation (30) uses the definition of cap t , (31) uses integration by parts and (27), (32) uses (26) , and finally (33) uses (28) .
We now consider the capping transform of some interesting functions. Note that the transform is a linear operator, so the transform of a linear combination is a corresponding linear combination of the transforms. Some example transforms are summarized in Table 2 with derivation details below:
• f (w) = cap T (w) has the transform A ∞ = 0 and a(x) = δ T (x).
• f (w) = w = cap ∞ (w) has the transform A ∞ = 1, a(x) = 0 for all x.
• Moments f (w) = w p for p ∈ (0, 1). Here we assume that w ≥ 1 and for convenient replace the function with a linear segment f (w) = min{w, w p } at the interval w ∈ [0, 1]. Note that the modified moment function satisfies the requirements of Theorem (8.1). We have ∂f (w) = 1, ∂ 2 f (w) = 0 for w < 1 and ∂f (w) = pw p−1 and ∂ 2 f (w) = p(p − 1)w p−2 when w ≥ 1. Note that ∂f (∞) = 0 and ∂ + f (0) = 1.
We obtain A ∞ = 0, a(x) = p(1 − p)x p−2 for x > 1 and a(1) = (1 − p)δ 1 .
• Soft capping f (w) = cap T (w) = T (1 − e −w/T ). We have ∂f (w) = e −w/T and ∂ 2 f (w) = −
1
T e −w/T . Note that ∂f (∞) = 0 and ∂ + f (0) = 1.
We obtain A ∞ = 0 and a(x) = 1 T e −x/T .
9 Estimating "hard" capping statistics
We consider now approximation of cap T statistics from L c measurements. To do so, as discussed in Section 7, we fit cap T to a linear combination α(t) of functions of the form 1 − exp(−wt). That is,
We would like the relative error of the approximation
to be small, and also to have well behaved coefficients, that is, have a small ρ(α) (22) .
The simplest approximation (see Lemma 2.1), is to approximate cap T statistics by cap T . The worst-case error of this approximation is relerr(cap T , cap T ) = 1/e ≈ 0.37. Note, however, that the relative error is maximized at w = T , but vanishes when w T and w T . This means that only distributions that are heavy with keys of weight approximately T would have significant error. Noting that cap T is an underestimate of cap T , we can decrease the worst-case relative error using the approximation
and obtain
This improvement, however, comes at the cost of spreading the error, that otherwise dissipated for very large and very small frequencies w, across all frequencies (see Figure 2) . We next derive better approximations of cap T using more general α() with signed coefficients. We first argue that without loss of generality it suffices to consider cap 1 = min{1, w}.
Proof The claim on relerr and ρ follows from the pointwise equality
For ρ observe the correspondence
and similarly for α − . The maximum over w of both sides is therefore the same.
We now consider desirable properties of α() so that L c [α] would have desirable properties as an approximation of cap 1 . To have the error vanish for
To have the error vanish for
We can relate the approximation quality obtained by α() to its "approximability":
Theorem 9.1 Let α() be such that (37) and (38) hold. Let α + () and α − () be defined as in (21) . Then
Proof From conditions (37) and (38) we obtain
We also have
The last inequality follows from the definition of relerr. Combining, we obtain
We now consider using simple combinations of three functions of the particular form:
where β 1 < 1 < β 2 . Equivalently, we estimate min{1, w} using L c [α] where
where δ is the Dirac delta function. From conditions (37) and (38) we obtain
Therefore we obtain We did a simple grid search with local optimization over the free parameters A, β 1 , β 2 focusing on small values of A. Note that ∞ 0 α + (t)dt = A + 1. Applying Theorem 9.1 we obtain that ρ(α) ≤ (A + 1)/(1 − relerr), which is a small constant when A and relerr are small. Two choices and their tradeoffs are listed in the table below. Note the small error (less than 12%). In both cases the error vanishes for small and large w. We obtain that three point measurements with a small relative error for the points
yield an approximation of the linear combination with quality the same order.
A β 1 β 2 relerr ≈ ρ(α) < 10.0 0.9 3.75 0.115 12.4 1.5 0.6 7.97 0.14 2.9 Figure 2 visualizes the cap 1 function as a function of w and various approximations. The single point measurement approximations: cap 1 and scaled cap 1 and the two 3-point approximations. The figure shows the functions and also their ratio to cap 1 which showcases the relative error as a function of w. We can see that the error vanishes for small and large values of w for all but the scaled cap 1 (34) . We can also see the smaller error for the 3-point approximations.
Approximating functions in cap
We now show that the approximation quality we obtain for hard capping functions carries over to any function f ∈ cap. Theorem 9.2 Let f ∈ cap and let a be the capping transform of f (see Section 8) 
is an approximation of f with the same quality, that is,
Proof Recall from Lemma 9.1, that for all T , cap T is approximated by L c [α T ], where α T (x) = α(x/T )). We have
The approximationf is obtained by substituting respective approximations for the capping functions. For all W ,
The inequality follows from a ≥ 0. The last equality follows from Lemma 9.1. We now show thatf (W ) = L c [c]:
where
We will now show that ∀w,
The claim for c − is symmetric and together using the definition of ρ they imply that ρ(c) ≤ ρ(α). We first observe that
The last equality follows from the two integrals being nonnegative.
Therefore,
Using Lemma 9.1 that established ρ(α) = ρ(α T ).
It follows that to approximate f (W ) we can compute c and perform two combination measurements (with respect to the negative and positive components c + and c − ). Alternatively, we can use a full-range measurement to estimate both. (1 − 1/ ) w )dw .
Bin Transform
We present a mapping scheme of elements to outkeys that for parameters , r has expected distinct count equal to the Bin trasform of the frequencies. The mapping applies for data sets of elements with uniform values e.value = 1. We use r sets of independent hash functions H (j) i for i ∈ [ ] and j ∈ [r]. The hash functions are applied to element keys and produces output keys. We assume that H (j) i (x) are unique for all x, i, j. When processing an element e, we draw for each j ∈ [r], a value i ∼ U [ ] uniformly at random. We generate the output key H (j)
i (e.key). Note that r output keys are generated for each element. Our measurement B[W ]( ) is the number of distinct outkeys divided by r.
The expected contribution of a key x with weight w x to the measurement (the expected number of distinct outkeys produced for elements with that key divided by r) is (1 − (1 − 1/ ) w ) which is close to L c measurements. We focus more on the continuous L c transform, however, as it is nicer to work with. A variation of the Bin transform was used in [7] for weighted sampling of keys and it was also proposed to use them for counting (computing statistics over the full data).
Extension: Time-decaying aggregation
We presented simple "reductions" from the approximation of (sub)linear growth statistics to distinct or max-distinct counting and sum. We observe that our reductions can also be combined with time-decaying aggregation [14] (e.g., sliding window models), with essentially out-of-the-box use of respective structures for distinct counting and sum. For our enhanced (max-distinct, all-threshold) counters we can obtain time-decaying aggregations for all decay functions by essentially "distance sketching" the time domain (see [5] ).
Extension: Weighted keys
A useful extension is to approximate aggregations of the form
where v x > 0 are intrinsic weight associated with key x. With the distribution interpretation, we have W (w) as the weighted sum W (w) = x|wx=w v x of all keys with frequency w x = w. Our presentation focused on v x = 1 for all keys. We outline how our algorithms can be extended to handle general v x weights. The assumption here is that v x is available to us when an element with key x is processed. One application is computing a loss function or its gradient when computing embeddings. The data elements have entity and context pairs (i, j). Each entity i has a current embedding vector v i and similarly, contexts j have embeddingsṽ j . The pairs are our keys and their values are a function of the inner produce v i ·ṽ j . The weight w x of a key x = (i, j) is the number of occurrences of the key in the data. We would like to estimate (46) efficiently.
When f is a soft capping function, this can be done with a single modified point measurement. For f ∈ cap, we need a modified combination measurement.
The modification for point measurements (Element processing Algorithm 1) produces output elements (H i (x), v.x) instead of respective output keys. The measurement we seek is then a a weighted distinct statistics of the output elements, which returns the sum y v.y over distinct output element keys (divided by r). The measurement is approximated using an approximate weighted distinct counter instead of a plain distinct counter.
Weighted distinct statistics are a special case of max-distinct statistics, where elements with a certain key always have the same value. Therefore, they can be approximated using approximate max-distinct counters (see Section 5.2).
The modification of Algorithm 3 needed to obtain a combination measurements of (46) replaces the value y of the output elements generated for an element with key x by the value v.xy. The elements are processed as before by an approximate max-distinct counter. The quality and structure size tradeoffs remain the same.
Future directions and open problems
On the applied end, we expect our simple and practical algorithms to be used in multiple domains. On the theory end, several intriguing fundamental questions are left for future work:
• We proposed a general framework that performs approximate "measurements" of the frequency distribution. We then introduce L c measurements (and the related Bin measurements) as an instance of that. Do L c measurements capture the full power of this framework or are there other types of measurements that extend the family of statistics we can approximate within small relative errors ?
• We conjecture here that cap statistics can be approximated within any specified error using the difference of two combination L c measurements. Recall that better approximation for cap 1 carries over to all statistics in the span cap, so it suffices to consider cap 1 . We showed an approximation with relative error that is at most 12% using three point (or two combination) measurements. More generally, we seek to better understand the tradeoff between the relative error and the parameter ρ that determines the overhead for a given approximation quality.
• Finally, it seems that sampling-based sketches are not effective beyond the (sub)linear growth regime. Linear sketches (random linear projections) [24, 1, 2] are effective up to quadratic growth, beyond which the statistics become hard for streaming, requiring polynomial state size [1] . It would be interesting to formalize this observation.
